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Background:

In 2008 myself and 3 colleagues decided to represent ourselves as a freelance 
creative studio called ML Studio.  Together, we possessed a depth of past 
projects and documentation.  Through a studio website we would curate those 
projects for public consumption.  We spent a few weeks discussing what we 
wanted to show on the website and to whom the website would be targeted.
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Website Goals:

– Showcase work of studio partners to potential clients
– Generate interest in upcoming projects
– Create a system for organizing work across very different genres
– Create an online portfolio of completed, individual projects that can be easily deep-linked to and emailed to clients, the 

public, and media partners
– Minimal but visually-rich content on each page
– Minimal navigation, except through set paths – prevent users from browsing too broadly and getting off-topic.
– Allow mainly emailed links or links from other blogs and websites for landing pages

Website Audience:

– Professionals in the music industry
– Production companies
– Advertising firms
– Art organizations
– Design firms
– Potentially non-Internet-savvy clients

Design Solutions:

– Using Wordpress as a quick, customizable CMS
– Use Wordpress tags as basic navigation
– Human readable tag and category names for meaningful links
– Quick links to related information and projects
– Easily updatable via Wordpress so content can change quickly
– Uncomplicated main landing page features a current, time-sensitive project or event
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Current Assessment:

The site works as expected, except we found the design to be too static; not representative enough of the vibrant tinkering 
going on in our studio with the many projects we have undertaken but which are not ready to be archived and documented in a 
final form, yet.

We created a private wiki to act as a central, editable location for private ML documents such as project ideas, research, and 
proposal drafts.  This has been successful internally, but does not help us market the studio and share our research with the 
public, from whom we could receive valuable feedback.

Solutions:

– Add a blog category to the Home Page to keep interested people updated with the status of current projects.
– Add RSS feeds from studio partners' personal blogs to the Home Page to act as a central location for concurrent projects 

by partners.
– Create a public wiki as a central source of information on discoveries and techniques gained from project development 

and research
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Tag Index (“tours”):



Project (“Rolling Stones' Licks Tour”):


